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SPIDER RegistrySM is Launched  

to Provide Global VoIP Interconnect Addressing 
 

Wilmington, Delaware, USA, May 16, 2006 – SPIDER Registry, Inc., a non-stock, not-
for-profit company committed to facilitating global interconnection of VoIP services, 
announces today the launch of the SPIDER Registry, the first and only neutral, secure, 
industry-managed registry of service provider controlled interconnect addressing 
information. SPIDER Registry’s name is an acronym for Service Provider ID E.164 Record 
Registry, which signifies the linkage of a VoIP Service Provider ID (SPID) with the 
International Telecommunications Union’s E.164 standard for international telephone numbers. 
 
SPIDER will provide communications service providers and VoIP communities with the core set 
of shared database tools necessary to facilitate the easy uploading, management and 
distribution of interconnect address information with trusted partners.  The shared 
addressing services provided by SPIDER will facilitate worldwide VoIP peering between 
communications service providers and VoIP communities.  The SPIDER database services are 
provided exclusively through Registrars that are allowed to create and administer SPIDER 
accounts for their service provider customers.  Service providers can choose from a number 
of competitive Registrars to manage their interconnect addressing relationships through 
SPIDER.  SPIDER Registrars utilize an openly published SOAP/XML Application Programming 
Interface (API) to provide SPIDER registration services.  In addition, Registrars are 
responsible for account validation, customer support and billing for the use of SPIDER 
Registry data. 

Users of SPIDER can create accounts, provision numbers into those accounts and specify 
interconnect/routing address records for their partners to download into their ENUM/SIP 
addressing servers for call routing.  SPIDER provides a real-time data distribution service 
that pushes interconnect addressing data to downstream addressing servers operated by 
individual service providers, VoIP communities and interconnect intermediaries.  Service 
providers query their own addressing servers (or a hosted addressing service) on a call-by-
call basis to discover trusted interconnect routing options.  Direct end-to-end routing of 
VoIP calls removes potential quality impairments from unnecessary VoIP/TDM conversions, and 
direct routing also usually reduces the cost of termination. 

“SPIDER was created to address the need to interconnect the large number of VoIP ‘islands’ 
or communities emerging around the world,” says Paul Doherty, General Manager, SPIDER 
Registry, Inc. “SPIDER is the only industry managed   repository of the addressing 
information needed to enable the efficient exchange of addressing information between the 
various ‘islands’ of VoIP services.  Members can take advantage of SPIDER Registry’s growing 
community of service providers and Registrars to expand their number of VoIP accessible 
endpoints, while retaining their ability to choose their own ENUM/SIP addressing servers, 
select their own partners and commercial relationships, and choose when to use VoIP routing 
services to reach service providers that are outside their direct community.” 

SPIDER Registry, Inc. has awarded the initial contract to develop and operate the shared 
registry database services to NetNumber, Inc., a leader in the development of carrier-grade 
addressing solutions.  The SPIDER data distribution protocol will be made available to all 
ENUM/SIP addressing servers on equal terms and conditions to maximize the freedom of choice 
of the VoIP industry. 

“We’re excited to be a part of this independent global registry that will enable end to end 
delivery of VoIP traffic,” says Glen Marschel, CEO, NetNumber, Inc.  “Our next-generation 
TITAN addressing server, currently licensed and utilized by companies such as Cisco, Yahoo, 
Level3, T-Mobile USA, Telcordia and many others, will provide service providers and 
interconnect intermediaries with highly flexible tools for integrating SPIDER data into 



their custom address resolution solutions.” 

SPIDER services are made available on an equal-access basis to any Registrar that wants to 
utilize the Registry’s tools to provide SPIDER services to service providers – opening up 
the availability of the services in all major languages and currencies around the world.  A 
Service Provider can change Registrars without impacting its VoIP services or number-sharing 
relationships.  The cost of SPIDER services is directly related to the usefulness of the 
service.  The only fee charged to Registrars is a small fee for “successful-queries” that 
utilize SPIDER data.  There are no costs to create, administer or provision numbers or 
interconnect addresses within a SPIDER account.  Registrars will be able to price this 
service for local market conditions and are able to offer a broad range of VoIP 
interconnection services including hosted address resolution, transport and signaling 
services that leverage SPIDER data. 

Arbinet’s PeeringSolutionsSM service has been certified as the first Spider Registrar.  Curt 
Hockemeier, Arbinet President and CEO explains, “VoIP end-to-end interconnection allows 
service providers to introduce new value added services, improve call audio quality and 
lower interconnection costs.  Arbinet’s new PeeringSolutions service will offer service 
providers a secure way to share and update VoIP accessible customer phone numbers plus a 
simple way to gain access to many other VoIP service providers without the quality, 
complexity and security issues of establishing multiple direct relationships.” 

PacketExchange, the wide-area peering innovator, has also announced it will offer Spider 
Registrar services to its customers.  Kieron O'Brien, CEO of PacketExchange comments, "As 
the operators of a private IP backbone providing high quality distance peering solutions to 
service providers now, it is a natural extension of our services to be able to assist our 
customers in setting up their own VoIP Peering arrangements using the SPIDER Registry.” 

Two other prominent industry executives have issued statements supporting the SPIDER 
Registry.    

Eli Katz, CEO of XConnect comments, “We see federated peering as the optimal way to 
interconnect voice over broadband operators and welcome initiatives that speed the adoption 
of such an approach. We look forward to exploring how XConnect, as a world leader in 
neutral, federated VoIP peering, can leverage SPIDER as part of our secure, trusted peering 
service.”  

Haydar Haba, CEO of VOEX, Inc. adds, “The interconnect addressing tools provided by the 
SPIDER registry will enable addressing across multiple VoIP communities and these tools will 
help to facilitate a variety of interconnect business models.” 

A 7-person Board of Directors comprised of global IP-communications industry leaders manages 
the SPIDER Registry, Inc.  The Board is responsible for defining SPIDER’s pricing and 
operational policies. 

About SPIDER Registry, Inc. 

SPIDER Registry, Inc., is a non-stock, not-for-profit industry group administered by a Board 
of Directors comprised of IP-communications industry representatives from around the world.  
The guiding principle behind the SPIDER Registry is to provide a set of shared database 
services necessary to enable widespread exchange of VoIP interconnect addressing data 
between trusted service-providers and VoIP communities.  Creating equitable access for 
Registrars, the Registry is an interconnect-addressing enabler between trusted IP partners 
and their communities. For more information, visit us at http://www.spiderregistry.net. 

About NetNumber, Inc. 

NetNumber, a leader in the development of carrier-grade addressing solutions for fixed-line 
carriers, mobile operators, interconnect intermediaries and content providers.  NetNumber's 
next-generation TITAN addressing platform is the outgrowth of a multi-year technology 
development and industry standards effort launched in November 1999.  The TITAN server 
provides communications service providers with a common platform for the delivery of both 
legacy SS7/C7 addressing applications as well as emerging IP-based addressing applications 
like Carrier-ENUM and SIP-redirect services.  ENUM services (IETF RFC 3761) are a core piece 
of Internet infrastructure that convert telephone numbers into the Internet address 
information supporting all IP-enabled services. NetNumber is located in the Wannalancit 
Technology Center, 650 Suffolk Street, Suite 307, Lowell, MA 01854. For more information 



visit http://www.netnumber.com 

About Arbinet 

Arbinet solutions simplify the exchange of digital communications in a converging world. 
These include exchanges, a transaction management platform and managed services which 
streamline performance and improve profitability for Members. 

Arbinet's 600+ voice and data Members, including all 10 of the world's 10 largest 
international carriers, use Arbinet's Internet based electronic platforms to buy, sell, 
deliver and settle transactions valued at about $500 million in 2005. These Members include 
fixed, mobile and VoIP carriers, ISPs and content providers from more than 60 countries who 
exchange voice, data, content and value added services.  For more information visit 
http://www.arbinet.com 

About PacketExchange 

PacketExchange delivers high speed connectivity and IP transit services to service providers 
and corporates, using its own network to provide a more reliable, quicker and secure 
alternative to the public Internet. The company currently occupies 14th position in the 
Sunday Times Tech Track 100 index of leading technology companies. By helping customers to 
create direct peering connections with one another, PacketExchange has increased the speed 
of data communication, lowered costs and significantly improved quality. Launched in 2001, 
the company’s clients include Microsoft, Telewest, KPN, Blue Square and Yahoo!. 
www.packetexchange.net 
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